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Abstract
Using a simple model of world trade, this paper investigates the economic impacts of
various group membership options (COMESA, SADC) for Zambia for the negotiation
of an Economic Partnership Agreement with the European Union. As expected, the
model shows that Zambia benefits the most from world trade liberalization. The
maximum possible gains from free trade for Zambia are 2.8% of gross domestic
product annually while the completion of COMESA and SADC free trade areas
provides economy-wide benefits of 1.2% and 1.0% of GDP respectively. However,
if the EU negotiates a free trade area with Zambia independently or as a member of
SADC or COMESA, Zambia gains about 2.7% of GDP annually. A major conclusion
is that for the purpose of free trade area negotiations with the EU, the economic gains
for Zambia are about the same for all types of negotiating arrangements. Furthermore,
the gains from an EPA with the EU are substantial, approaching that of world free
trade. This is because the size of the EU economy dominates the free trade area,
forcing protection levels down to relatively low EU levels or to world price levels for
competitive sectors. Free trade scenarios and free trade area scenarios with the EU
result in significant losses in tariff revenue for Zambia.
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Executive Summary
Zambia is a member of two African regional trade agreements, the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). Both of these trade arrangements have the ultimate objective of
free trade among their members. The European Union (EU) wants to negotiate an
Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with Zambia and other African countries as
members of a group such as COMESA or SADC. This would expand the free trade area
of the African negotiating group to include the EU. Since Zambia may have to choose a
group membership for negotiations with the EU, it is important for policy-makers to
know the trade and welfare impacts of alternative regional trade arrangements on
Zambia. This report presents estimates of the impact of an EU EPA on Zambia from the
perspective of membership in alternative negotiating groups.
Estimates of the trade and welfare impacts are made with a world trade model – the
ZAMB model - which includes information on major COMESA and SADC members
including Zambia. The model calculates the long term annual change in several
economic measures that result from major trade policy changes such as the complete
removal of tariffs or the full implementation of alternative free trade areas such as
COMESA, SADC, EU + Zambia, EU + COMESA, and EU + SADC. Estimates are
summarized in the table at the end of this summary and are highlighted below.
World trade liberalization and Zambia unilateral trade liberalization: As with most
world trade models, complete trade liberalization provides the maximum benefits for
producers and consumers. ZAMB model scenarios show that Zambia benefits the most
from world trade liberalization or, alternatively, unilateral free trade – Zambia as a free
trade zone. The maximum possible economy-wide gains from free trade are 84 million
U.S. $ or about 3% of gross domestic product (GDP) annually. World trade liberalization
in the ZAMB model raises many world prices. Countries re-balance their trade through
adjustment of their exchange rates, in order to maintain balance of payments equilibrium.
For Zambia, payments are re-balanced with 5.5% devaluation. Unilateral trade
liberalization by Zambia brings no change in world prices but the removal of tariffs
combined with 7.4% devaluation provides an economic benefit to Zambia almost
equivalent to world trade liberalization.
Full implementation of COMESA and SADC: Calculations with the ZAMB model
suggests that Zambia benefits a little more from COMESA than SADC, 1.2% versus
1.0% of GDP. At best this amounts to less than half the benefit of world trade
liberalization. While Zambia export producers benefit more from SADC than COMESA,
relatively more imports from SADC are diverted to Zambia than from COMESA. This
leaves the Zambia economy with greater forgone tariff revenue from SADC and adds up
to an economy-wide gain for COMESA membership that is slightly larger than for SADC
membership. There also are differences between the SADC and COMESA in the sector
distribution of producer benefits; the mining sector benefits more in the SADC scenario
while the manufacturing sector benefits more from COMESA. These results for
COMESA and SADC should be viewed with great caution since they assume equally
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efficient economies and transport systems in both markets and does not account for other
advantages that might come with each of these agreements.
Full implementation of an EPA with the European Union: A full Economic
Partnership Agreement with the European Union provides overall benefits to Zambia
only a little less than those from full world trade liberalization. This is true whether the
EPA is negotiated as a bilateral free trade agreement between Zambia and the EU or as a
multilateral agreement between the EU and either COMESA or SADC. This is because
the inclusion of the large EU market in a free trade arrangement overwhelms the Zambia,
COMESA, or SADC markets, reducing their protection effects to lower EU levels. A
major conclusion of the study is that for the purpose of EPA negotiations with the
EU, the economic gains from an EPA are roughly the same for all types of
negotiating arrangements. This means that a choice of a regional arrangement for the
negotiation of an EPA with the European Union can be made for considerations other
than the simple calculated economic benefits for Zambia from the EPA. The impact of
an EPA with the EU is especially important for large sectors such as copper in the
Zambia economy. Therefore detailed attention must be paid to possible FTA benefits for
large sectors in the negotiating process. The benefits for Zambia depend more on the
details of the negotiations with the EU than the membership of the negotiating group.
The results presented in this report do not consider a number of real world considerations
such as highly restrictive rules of origin for a free trade area that might give smaller
benefits to Zambia. On the other hand, the dynamics associated with open markets and
business opportunities might equally lead to greater benefits. The results cited in the
paper should be considered a general tendency of direction rather than an exact forecast
of the impact of various trade arrangements.
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Background: Zambia is a founding member of both the Common Market for Eastern
and Southern Africa (COMESA) and the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) (Figure 1) with Zambia currently hosting the COMESA Secretariat. These two
regional groupings have been pursuing economic cooperation and integration programs in
many areas including trade, investment, transportation, employment, standards, etc.
COMESA members are Angola, Burundi, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, Malawi, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Swaziland,
Uganda, Zambia, Congo DR, and Zimbabwe (Namibia and Tanzania did belong, but have
withdrawn from COMESA). SADC members are Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Mauritius, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia, Congo DR, and Zimbabwe. The two memberships are not mutually
exclusive as seven countries, including Zambia, are members of both COMESA and
SADC. COMESA is currently moving from a partial to a full free trade agreement (FTA)
with plans to become a customs union (CU) with a common external tariff. SADC is
moving from a partial towards a full free trade area.
In a customs union (CU), a common external tariff is applied in all members to imports
from non-members. A free trade area (FTA), on the other hand, allows each member to
apply its own tariff on imports from non-members while allowing member imports into
its market duty free. For both the CU and FTA, rules are negotiated which govern the
definition of the origin of a product for duty or duty-free purposes.
Figure 1 – Regional trade arrangements in Africa
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A critical upcoming trade negotiating issue: Currently there are negotiations between
the European Union (EU) and the African Caribbean Pacific (ACP) countries, a group of
low-income countries given special recognition by the EU, to which Zambia belongs.
EU/ACP trade relations have been governed by a non-reciprocal trading arrangement that
provided market access for ACP products at preferential tariffs with quota restrictions in
some cases, e.g. sugar. However, with the signing of the Cotonou Agreement, a new
FTA-like dimension has been included that demands reciprocal market access for the EU
in ACP countries. The EU is looking to negotiate Economic Partnership Agreements
(EPA) with those countries that are in a position to do so. For Zambia, there are several
options for negotiating this EPA with the EU in relation to Zambia’s COMESA and
SADC membership:
i)

Direct negotiations between Zambia and the EU. Essentially this would imply
Zambia negotiating as an LDC and the benefits accorded by the EU would be
those under the “Everything But Arms Initiative”.

ii)

EPA negotiations as a selected group of two or more countries with common
interests. This need not be premised on any regional grouping such as
COMESA or SADC.

iii)

Negotiating an EU EPA as part of a regional grouping. SADC or COMESA
or a joint approach of SADC/COMESA would mostly likely be the choices
for Zambia.

One of the major problems in relation to these negotiations is Zambia’s dual membership
in COMESA and SADC and the difference in the proposed approaches to the EU/EPA
negotiations by the two regional organizations. COMESA Heads of State have on the one
hand, agreed to an Eastern and Southern African EPA configuration not premised on any
regional grouping while SADC Members have not decided which option is more
appropriate. Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland and Tanzania are strongly advocating a SADC EPA, while Malawi, Mauritius,
Zambia and Zimbabwe (all of whom are also COMESA members) believe that a wider
configuration of Eastern and Southern African countries as proposed by COMESA is
more appropriate for the region. According to them this option provides a wider voice
and more negotiating leverage on common issues. However, those in support of SADC
think that considerable progress has already been made by SADC countries towards
integration and this should not be derailed through the inclusion of other countries
belonging to other regional groupings.
The SADC situation is further complicated by the dual membership of South Africa,
Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland in the Southern African Customs Union (SACU).
This is in addition to South Africa having a Trade and Development Cooperation
Agreement (TDCA) with the EU, which makes the other members of SACU de facto
members of the TDCA. Complicating the issue even further are the on going
negotiations leading to the establishment of a free trade area between SACU and the
United States of America.
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Regional economic arrangement issues: COMESA is currently a partial free trade area
(FTA) with a plan to move to a full FTA and to adopt a common external tariff,
becoming a customs union (CU), in the future. It would be useful for Zambia to evaluate
the impact of the COMESA full FTA before they are set and implemented. SADC is
now also a partial FTA with a full FTA implementation scheduled for the future. Again,
an evaluation of the full SADC FTA would be useful for Zambia. The basic need is to
understand the economic implications of full completion of existing arrangements and at
the same time to examine the implications of a negotiated EU/EPA under the complex
alternatives described above.
Zambia especially wants to look at the implications of these various arrangements for
negotiation of an EPA with the EU since it may have to choose one arrangement or
another for the negotiations. In addition a free trade agreement with the US is
contemplated and needs to be examined in the future.
Study goals: Complex policy decisions such as the mode and scope of EU/EPA
negotiations are ultimately judgments made on the basis of many kinds of information
including economic and political factors. Regional economic arrangements have many
important aspects such as integration of labor and goods markets, transport
improvements, migration policies, financial cooperation, and coordinated economic
policies that enhance economic prospects in a region. This study concentrates on the
trade related economic impacts of alternative arrangements for the EU/ACP negotiations.
It also attempts to evaluate the current regional arrangements as they reach their final
status. This study adds to the economic information available for ultimate policy
decisions regarding the negotiation of future regional trade arrangements. It does so by
evaluating negotiation scenarios for a full EU EPA (i.e. a full unrestricted free trade
area).
The economics of regional agreements – the free trade area (FTA) and customs
union (CU): An FTA exists where a group of countries admit each other’s products
tariff free but maintain their own tariffs on products imported from non-members. A CU
differs in that instead of each country applying its own tariffs, a common external tariff
(CET) is applied along with a tariff revenue sharing arrangement. Other taxes that also
apply to trade such as value added and excise taxes, remain in place as usual in both the
FTA and CU although the basis of their valuation for imports from member countries
now may differ. Negotiations of these types of agreements involve the timing of tariff
reductions between members, rules of origin, the product coverage (including exceptions)
and in the case of a customs union, the common external tariff. Several economic
impacts are expected from these types of agreements as outlined in the following list:
1. A change in real exchange rates – Significant changes in trade prices because of
an FTA or CU can change import quantities, leading to an imbalance in
international payments. A change in the real exchange rate is required to restore
the balance of payments by further changing export and import prices.
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2. An increase in exports – An FTA or CU agreement can provide an incentive for
members to increase exports to other members. This is because member exports
can enter duty free into other member countries, capturing the protection in other
members as an export premium. Exports can also increase if the agreement
results in exchange rate depreciation that increases export price incentives.
3. An increase in imports (trade creation) – An increase in imports can occur
because an FTA or CU member can import products duty free from another
member at a lower cost than from non-members. Imports can also change
because of exchange rate effects. For example, depreciation of the real exchange
rate would make imports more expensive in local currency and imports from
members and non-members would decrease.
4. Trade diversion – Because of zero tariffs on imports from members, an FTA or
CU member encourages imports from members, diverting imports from nonmembers. Exporters in other members can capture some of the revenue that used
to be collected on imports. However, the importing member forgoes tariff
revenue on these diverted imports. When trade diversion exceeds trade creation
for an FTA or CU, the regional agreement is generally considered to reduce
national (and global) welfare because higher cost regional sources of goods
(priced above world market prices) are substituted for lower cost sources
available on the world market.
5. Net trade creation – Trade creation minus trade diversion. Negative net trade
creation is a warning sign that for an FTA or CU member, less efficient
production within the regional arrangement is replacing imports from more
efficient producers outside the region.
6. Change in export producer benefits (producer surplus) – Inefficient, high cost
export producers in an FTA or CU gain because they now can export more to
other members duty free, selling their products in member countries markets at
tariff-inclusive prices side-by-side with import from non-member countries. In
effect, part of the pre-FTA or pre-CU tariff revenue for a member government is
now transferred to producers that export within the FTA or CU. The common
measure of producer benefits is producer surplus (see Figure 2) which is
interpreted as the excess of receipts over production costs. Producer surplus is
positive (negative) if the export price increases (decreases); it also reflects
changes in the quantity of exports.
7. Change in import consumer net benefits (net consumer surplus) – Consumers may
pay less or more for their products under an FTA or CU. If import prices decline
because of lower cost member sourcing, consumers pay less for products and they
buy more. If the agreement results in increased import prices, their costs increase.
Associated with a change in consumer costs is an absolute economic efficiency
gain or loss that can be measured – consumer surplus (see Figure 3).
8. Forgone tariff revenue – FTA or CU member governments forgo tariff revenue
because of zero duties on imports (trade diversion) from other members. Part of
this loss is permanent since consumers pay for the export premium captured by
regional exporters. This economic loss for the importing member is a transfer of
income from the member’s consumers to exporters in other member countries.
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9. Change in overall economic benefits (economic welfare) – The change in
economic welfare is the sum of changes in producer and consumer benefits
(surplus) minus forgone tariff revenues. This measure can be calculated for each
product and when summed for all traded products, measures the economy-wide
benefits from trade policy changes. The change in economic welfare, as with all
other measures of benefits and loses, are considered to accrue to the economy
annually in perpetuity once the FTA or CU is fully in place.
10. Change in tariff revenue – Because of the zero duty on imports from with the
FTA or CU and because of possible changes in dutiable imports from the outside
world, tariff revenues can decline. Tariff revenues are of concern to governments
when joining regional arrangements or considering other trade policy changes.
11. Change in value added tax (VAT) revenues – VAT revenues collected on imports
under an FTA or CU might change because a) imports can change or b) import
prices and therefore valuations might change on imports from members. A price
of an import from other FTA members can change because the export premium
built into the price of imports from members could be anywhere from zero to the
value of the highest member tariff in an FTA. For a CU, valuation can change
because the common tariff may be different than the country’s pre-CU tariff.
12. Changes in excise tax revenue – Excise tax revenues on imports may change. As
with the VAT, the cause can be changes in import quantities and/or valuations.
Figure 2 – An export price increase and increased producer benefits (surplus)

All of these impacts can differ among products and members in an FTA or CU.
Figure 2 shows the impact of an export price increase on the export supply of a product in
a traditional supply diagram. Here the producer price in the local currency rises (“base”
to “solution” price), either because the world price rises, the currency devalues, or the
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exporter receives an export premium in an FTA or CU. The increased export price leads
to an increased export quantity (“base” to “solution” quantity). The area below the
supply schedule represents production costs while area above it represents sales income
at the marginal solution price. The price increase leads to extra producer benefits
(producer surplus) represented by the shaded area. If the export price fell instead, the
surplus would be negative, i.e. a producer loss. This producer benefit or “surplus” is they
key measurement of the impact of a trade policy change on producers.
Figure 3 shows the impact of an import price decrease (from “base” to “solution” price).
This has led to an increase in import demand (trade creation – “solution” exceeds “base”
quantity) at a lower price. The triangle represents a real net consumer benefit that occurs
(net consumer surplus) – an efficiency gain for the consumer and the economy as a
whole. This triangle is net consumer surplus commonly used to measure savings
(benefits) to consumers from a demand price change. If the import price had risen
instead, then imports would have declined and the consumer surplus triangle would be
negative instead of positive as shown here. When net consumer surplus is added up
across all products, it measures the impact of trade policy changes on all consumers in the
economy. Total consumer surplus change is the triangle plus the rectangle to its left.
However the rectangle is not counted as a benefit to the consumer if the price decrease
was caused by the removal of a tariff. Then the rectangle represents the loss in tariff
revenue to the government which was assumed to be spent for services to the consumer.
Then the removal of the tariff paid by the consumer also means the removal of the
services received by the consumer, leaving the net surplus as the gain to the consumer.
Figure 3 – An import price decrease and increased net consumer benefits (surplus)
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Regional export prices in a free trade area: In the case of a customs union (CU) the
regional export price for a product is the world price plus a common external tariff. In
the case of a free trade area (FTA), determination of the regional export price is more
complicated (Figure 4).
Figure 4 – Determination of the regional export premium for a free trade area
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The size of FTA exports relative to FTA imports will determine the regional export
premium for a product that is added to the world price. Figure 4 shows an aggregate
regional supply that meets demands in the FTA market with the highest tariff. Member 1
has the highest internal price caused by the highest tariff. FTA exporters satisfy that
market first because they can receive the highest price for their exports in member 1.
Once member 1’s market is satisfied, they satisfy market 2. Then they supply some of
market 3, establishing the FTA supply price at the market as FTAp which is the tariff
inclusive price in market 3. The tariff rate in the last market filled (member 3) sets the
FTA supply price at the margin. Members 1, 2, and 3 import from within the FTA at this
price while member 4 does not because its tariff inclusive price is less than the FTA
price. In the ZAMB model, this principle of using the tariff of the last FTA market
supplied is used to establish the FTA export premium.
Once the FTA export price premium is established for a product, there are four possible
outcomes for any FTA member as shown in Figure 5 below: a) the member is member 3
in Figure 4 and the FTA export premium is equal to its tariff. The situation in Figure 5
shown with FTA supply schedule 1 applies. The member is a net importer and the
country price is the world price plus the FTA premium. There is trade diversion but no
trade creation. b) The member is member 1 or 2 in Figure 4 and the FTA premium is less
that the member’s tariff. The member’s market is fully satisfied by imports from the
FTA as shown by FTA supply schedule 2; there are no imports from outside the FTA.
There has been trade creation because the import price has decreased and there has been
trade diversion because imports formerly from the outside have been replaced by imports
from within the FTA. c) FTA exporters have satisfied FTA markets and are still net
exporters to the world (supply schedule 3 in Figure 5); their marginal export price is now
the world price. The FTA premium is now zero and the product can be labeled
“competitive” since FTA members export internally and to the world at the same world
price. There has been more trade creation because the world price now prevails in the
member’s market and but there has also been trade diversion since FTA imports have
been diverted to fill the member’s market. In this situation we expect the maximum gain
for consumers of the product. d) This final possibility (member 4 in Figure 4 but not
shown in Figure 5) is when the FTA premium is higher than the member’s tariff. Then
the member imports from the outside world at the tariff inclusive price and there is no
trade creation or trade diversion.
The final determination of the FTA export premium depends upon the collective supply
capabilities of FTA members as well as the size and tariff levels of FTA members. The
impact on a member’s export sector depends upon the sector size and FTA premium.
Given the FTA export premium, the impact of the FTA on imports depends upon the
member’s tariff level relative to the FTA premium. If the premium is larger than a
member’s tariff, there is no impact at all. If the FTA premium equals the member’s
tariff, then there is trade diversion but no trade creation while if the FTA premium is
below the member’s tariff rate, then there is both trade creation and trade diversion.
The situation is even more complicated because exchange rate changes may result in
further changes in FTA export premiums and world prices in domestic currency terms.
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Figure 5 – Four price and trade possibilities for an FTA member

The real exchange rate and balance of payments equilibrium: When a trade policy
change is initiated, the balance of payments can change. For example, if tariffs are
removed in a country, import prices decline, imports increase, and the trade deficit
increases. In the long run net trade flows must be offset by net capital flows, so if a long
term trade imbalance occurs, something must adjust. In the ZAMB model we assume
that the real exchange rate adjusts rather than capital flows: so a trade balance of
payments deficit generated by a policy change must be corrected by a change in the real
exchange rate.
An economy can be thought of as producing two kinds of goods, ones that are traded
(exports and imported products or services) and ones that are non-traded (goods and
services produced and consumed domestically). The real exchange rate is defined as the
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relative price of traded to non-traded products measured as a ratio of local currency to
U.S. dollars in real terms. “Real” means that the ratio of non-traded to traded goods price
inflation is also taken into account. The real exchange rate must change in some way
when a large trade imbalance occurs because such imbalances can not be sustained. How
the exchange rate changes depends upon the exchange rate regime and macro-economic
policies in place. Take a simple example: suppose Zambia unilaterally removes its
tariffs. Imports become cheaper in local currency and people import more. But since
imports must be paid for in dollars (or Euros or Yen etc.) and since the prices in foreign
currencies do not change, the demand for dollars to pay for imports increases. Unless
there is an increased capital inflow in dollars, the price of dollars in terms of Zambia
currency has to rise – i.e. the exchange rate has to depreciate. If it does not, monetary
reserves will be depleted. The monetary authorities may allow the exchange rate to
change correct the trade imbalance. If the monetary authorities manage the exchange
rate, they will adjust the official exchange rate to protect their foreign exchange reserves.
If the monetary authorities do not take any action, then the government may be forced to
undertake other policies such as the rationing of foreign exchange or the restricting of
imports in such a way to protect reserves – in this case, the government is reversing the
trade policy liberalization which caused the imbalance in the first place. Another
scenario might be that the government fixes the nominal exchange rate but the excess
demand for imports causes their prices to rise, triggering off general inflation in the
economy. If the domestic inflation rate exceeds that of the imports priced in foreign
currencies, this is taken into account by currency traders and results in a defacto
devaluation of the real exchange rate. The real exchange rate reflects the price of traded
goods relative to non-traded goods in terms of domestic resource use. If the real trade
deficit increases, the real exchange rate must depreciate – this discourages imports,
encourages exports, and makes the consumption of non-traded products ones more
attractive than imports. The economic question is not that the real exchange rate will not
adjust over time, it is the mechanism involved in its change.
Modeling choices: Since this report features free trade area scenarios, a calculation must
be made of the likely FTA export premium for each product. For the ZAMB model, this
was the tariff of the last member’s FTA market satisfied by total FTA supply at base
supply and demand levels. This follows the idea that in a free trade area, member
exporters will first export to the market with the highest tariff (capturing that forgone
tariff revenue), and then to the member with the next highest, etc. until the regional
export supply is exhausted. At the margin, this then becomes the regional supply price,
and competitive FTA suppliers sell to all members at this price.
Since the model used in this study is a net trade model, the results are driven largely by a)
the application of FTA price premiums (described above) to member markets and b) the
change in real exchange rates required to maintain the balance of payments in all
countries. Trade creation is measured by increased imports of FTA members. The
measurement of trade diversion is a little more complicated; in essence, it is the increase
in non-competitive exports of FTA member countries parceled out to each member as
their share of FTA imports. The calculation of trade diversion and welfare measures are
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made after a new model equilibrium scenario has been calculated. The measures
compare the scenario and the base situation (before any policy changes were made).
The ZAMB model used in the study is configured to fit international trade data for 2000.
The welfare and other measures are static measures; they are assumed to occur annually
in perpetuity once the full implementation of the free trade area has taken place. Results
can differ among countries in an FTA agreement. Movement of a country from a high
tariff situation to a free trade area where other members simultaneously lowered their
external tariffs will result in economic welfare gains and trade creation that outweighs
trade diversion. Members starting at the other end with lower tariffs and going into an
FTA with higher external tariffs will suffer consumer losses, but could have significant
producer gains because of large export premiums in the regional market.
Price changes work on product sectors and may differ between sectors but exchange rate
changes work equally on all sectors. Larger sectors will typically respond more than
smaller ones because of their size; however differences in sector parameters also matter.
Methodology, data, and parameters: The methodology for analysis is to calculate
various economic impacts using a structurally simple, but highly disaggregated world
trade model that breaks out information on Zambia, the EU, Japan, the US, and other
major COMESA and SADC members. This partial equilibrium world trade model is
built with constant elasticity export and import functions for 61 product groups covering
all traded products. Comparable trade (exports, imports, and bilateral trade) data comes
from the United Nations PC-TAS Trade Analysis System for 1997-2001 using the
Harmonized System (HS) for product classification. Trade data are centered on the year
2000, using average 1999-2001 data to smooth out year to year variations. Trade and
other model variable values are measured in units of 1000 US$. If import data were not
available for a country (some are missing from the set) then data from exporting countries
were substituted where possible. Tariff averages (centered on 2000) were obtained from
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development TRAINS system. While
detailed tariff averages were available for most countries and regions, indices of nontariff barriers to trade were not available and could not be used in the modeling exercise.
Details on model parameters and data are contained in Appendix A but excerpts from the
model structure are shown in Figures 6-8 below.
Model basics: The ZAMB model is initialized to reproduce a status quo or “base”
situation regarding exports, imports, and trade prices for the year 2000. This
initialization includes the incorporation of existing trade policies at a summary level.
Trade policies associated with a changed regional arrangement or a liberalization scheme
are then entered into the model and it is solved for a new equilibrium scenario where (a)
world prices clear world markets for each product, i.e. world exports again equal world
imports for each product and (b) each county’s balance of payments is restored by a real
exchange rate change. The trade policy changes result in different levels of exports and
imports in each country under the new world trade and balance of payments equilibrium.
When scenarios have been calculated and saved, indicators are added to solutions and
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their values calculated. Indicators include economic welfare measures and changes in
revenues. All of this information is then tabulated in tables.
Countries/regions in the ZAMB world trade model: The ZAMB model is a world
trade model that defines world markets for all products. Given the emphasis on Zambia,
COMESA, and SADC, member countries appear separately in the model while other
parts of the world are aggregated into regions. The lack of data precluded the inclusion
of Sudan separately in the model. While the data set did not include separate data for
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, and Swaziland; it did contain trade and tariff data for
SACU (these four plus South Africa), which was used in the model.
Figure 6 – Countries/regions in the ZAMB world trade model

Figure 6 shows model codes at the left for countries and regions with definitions to the
right. The European Union (EUN) and the United States (USA) are broken out, as are
major COMESA and SADC members. Other parts of Africa and the Middle East are
grouped separately, and the remainder of the world (America minus the USA, Asia,
Eastern Europe, the former USSR, and other countries) is grouped into a rest of the world
(ROW) region.
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Figure 7 – Product groups in the ZAMB world trade model
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Product groups in the ZAMB world trade model: Sixty-one product groups are
included in the model. Figure 7 (above) shows their ZAMB model codes and definitions
along with the two-digit HS (Harmonized System of trade and tariff classification) codes
they represent. Note that the first letter of each product code represents an upper-level,
one-digit HS chapter.
Model variable types: The model contains a few basic variable types defined in Figure
8. Each two-digit variable type is associated with each country and product group. Other
variables are associated only with countries.
Figure 8 – Variable types in the ZAMB world trade model

Post solution indicator variables tabulate economic welfare and other measures that
summarize the impact of trade policy changes on the economy (Figure 9).
Figure 9 – Indicator variables calculated from ZAMB model solutions
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Model Equations: Key equations for the ZAMB model are outlined here. Export
supply and import demand equations for each country/region and product are of the
constant elasticity type. Import demand is modeled as a response (though a negative
import demand elasticity) to an import price while export supply is modeled as a response
(through positive export supply elasticity) to an export price. Constant terms calibrate the
model equations to the base data for the year 2000. In addition, Zambia has equations
that calculate the tariff and tax revenue impact of import changes.
Export supply = constant * (Export price)^(export supply elasticity)
Import demand = constant * (Import price)^(import demand elasticity)
Net trade for each country/region and product is the difference between export supply
and import demand and feeds into world net trade where world markets for traded goods
are cleared.
Net trade = Export supply – Import demand
World net trade = SUM(Net trade for each country/region)
The import price for each country/region and product depends upon the world price plus
the tariff rate (or the FTA export price premium under certain circumstances), all divided
by the exchange rate. The export price is modeled similarly except that if a free trade
area export price premium applies, it is added to the world price. For a free trade area the
export price premium is assumed to be the tariff of the last FTA market supplied. This
assumes that under a free trade area, members export to the member with the highest
tariff first, to the one with the next highest tariff next, until the region’s export capacity
has been exhausted. If the region is a net importer from the world, then the tariff of the
last member importer is assumed to determine the regional export premium at the margin.
If the region is a net exporter to the world, i.e. competitive in world markets, the regional
export premium is assumed to be zero.
Export price = World price * (1 + FTA price premium) / Exchange rate
Import price = World price * (1 + Tariff or FTA premium) / Exchange rate
The balance of payments for a country/region is the sum of dollar value of total exports
minus total imports for all products plus net capital inflows (assumed exogenous). If
economic rents accrue to producers and are paid by consumers in member countries for
products that are not competitive in world markets, this is accounted for in the balance of
payments.
Balance of payments = SUM for competitive products ((Export supply * World price) –
(Import demand * World price)) + SUM for non-competitive products ((Export supply *
Regional export price) – Import demand * Regional import price)) + Net capital inflow.
When tariff are changed or regional arrangements instituted, the model solver changes
world prices and country/region exchange rates to restore world net trade balances for
each product and international payment balances for each country/region in the model.
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Although the equation structure is simple, the ZAMB world trade model contains the
above equations for 26 countries/regions and 61 product groups plus equations for world
markets and regional free trade agreements; more than 8000 equations in total.
In summary, the logic of model equations is straightforward. When tariffs are changed,
import quantities change, leading to imbalances in world net trade (world imports do not
equal world exports for products) and country payments. The model’s solution
mechanism changes world prices and country exchange rates to bring them back into
equilibrium. Various indicators are then used to compare the new equilibrium with the
base one.
Global and unilateral liberalization scenarios simply involve changing or removing the
tariffs and then solving the model. FTA scenarios however, are more complicated. The
regional export price premium has to be determined for the FTA. Then a determination
must be made whether or not each product group is competitive in world markets when
the regional arrangement if formed. If it is not competitive, then the FTA premium. If it
is competitive, the world price is applied. These considerations requires more complexity
in the equations including switches that select the correct price mechanism for each
product group. Appendix A contains a few examples of equations for Zambia and
regional price determination. The examples are like the actual ones used in the model
using model variable names and Excel math notation.
The modeling software: The ZAMB model is built in the Excel spreadsheet using the
VORSIM model building software for Excel; Figures 6-9 show information from the
ZAMB model definition workbook. The VORSIM software helps organize and
implement a large complex model in Excel yet leaves the flexibility of the spreadsheet
available for customizing the model and reports. Details about VORSIM, including the
full User’s Guide, can be found on the website www.vorsim.com.
Model data: Export and import values come from the PC-TAS data system of the
United Nations while other economic data comes from World Bank sources, particularly
the publication “African Development Indicators 2002”. The trade data used in the
model is an average of 1999-2001 data. This was done to smooth out year to year
variations in the data and to ensure as full data coverage as possible since not all data is
available for the year 2000. World trade matrices were created for each ZAMB product
group, starting with import data because it is believed to be the most reliable. In many
cases however, import data was not reported so that export data from partner countries
was used instead. While the data quality is good for the large world regions and for many
African countries including Zambia, import data was missing for some smaller African
economies. The rest of the world (ROW) region in the model is a residual region so that
the model data is balanced, i.e. world exports equal world imports for each product
group. Tariff averages come from the UNCTAD TRAINS database. Applied tariffs are
used which represent actual tariffs in place, including existing regional trade
arrangements. More details on the data are given in Appendix B. Table 1 (below)
presents summary economic indicators and data for the countries and regions in the
ZAMB model.
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Table 1. Economic Indicators for COMESA and SADC Members and the European Union, 2000

ZAMB
Model
Code
AGO
BDI
COM
ZAR
DJI
EGY
ERI
ETH
KEN
MDG
MWI
MUS
MOZ
RWA
SYC
ZAF

TZA
UGA
ZMB
ZWE
COMESA
SADC
EUN
Source:

Country
/Region
Angola
Burundi
Comoros
Congo DR /1
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Mozambique
Rwanda
Seychelles
SACU
Botswana
Lesotho
Namibia
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

COMESA
Member

SADC
Member

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

European Union (15 members)

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
-X
X

Population
(million)

GDP
GDP
(million Per Capita
dollars)
(dollars)

GDP
Growth
(percent)

Exports Exports as
(million % of GDP
dollars)
(percent)

Imports Imports as
(million % of GDP
dollars) (percent)

ZAMB
Model
Exports
(million
dollars)

ZAMB
Model
Imports
(million
dollars)

ZAMB
Model
Applied
Tariff
(percent}

12.7
6.8
0.6
51.4
0.7
63.8
4.1
64.3
30.1
15.5
11.0
1.2
17.6
8.5
0.1
49.3
1.6
2.2
1.7
42.8
1.0
33.7
22.2
10.1
12.6

8828
679
202
5584
553
98782
608
6391
10357
4020
1697
4381
3813
1794
622
136905
5285
899
3479
125887
1355
9027
6170
2911
7392

695
100
337
109
790
1548
148
99
344
259
154
3651
217
211
6220
2777
3303
409
2046
2941
1355
268
278
288
587

2.1
-0.9
-1.1
3.0
0.7
5.1
-8.2
5.4
-0.2
4.8
1.7
8.0
1.6
5.6
1.2
3.1
3.4
3.8
3.9
3.1
2.6
5.1
3.5
3.5
-4.9

7802
49
12
1395
72
6388
35
486
1774
829
406
1569
364
87
175
35596
1521
197
1480
31486
912
663
439
746
1791

88%
7%
6%
25%
13%
6%
6%
8%
17%
21%
24%
36%
10%
5%
28%
26%
29%
22%
43%
25%
67%
7%
7%
26%
24%

3430
108
38
834
271
17861
471
1611
2965
930
563
2034
1157
241
361
32370
1724
774
1621
27236
1015
1335
1513
978
1520

39%
16%
19%
15%
49%
18%
77%
25%
29%
23%
33%
46%
30%
13%
58%
24%
33%
86%
47%
22%
75%
15%
25%
34%
21%

4611
64
25
947
24
4930
21
528
1958
950
413
1641
656
42
190
26754

1376
159
103
468
292
14456
148
1348
2894
519
405
2120
1120
163
252
25901

14.3%
8.3%
19.2%
19.1%
20.5%
16.4%
17.3%
15.2%
15.6%
3.2%
12.3%
16.0%
14.7%
9.5%
27.8%
4.9%

756
489
959
2075

1598
994
1070
1300

16.4%
7.7%
12.0%
17.1%

315.7
199.7
375.5

160971
181160
7855911

510
907
20921

4.0
2.8
1.0

24055
50507
853810

15%
28%
11%

35729
44582
964773

22%
25%
12%

25880
32434
739732

34781
32134
724523

15.5%
7.9%
1.3%

GDP and population data for 2000 for Africa are from the World Bank, "African Development Indicators 2002" (estimates for the Congo are for 1997/98). GDP and
population data for the European Union are from the OECD "Main Economic Indicators". Average applied tariff rates are compiled from the United Nations
UNCTAD "TRAINS" data base. Trade data in the ZAMB model (italics ) are three year averages centered on 2000 from the UNCTAD/WTO PC/TAS trade analysis
system. Since averages are used and some data is missing, the ZAMB model data differ slightly from World Bank trade data for the year 2000. In the model
data, about 10% of SADC trade is between members while less than 5% of COMESA trade is between members.
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In Table 1 it can be seen that model export data does not exactly match World Bank trade
data; this reflects the data averaging process used and the missing import data for some
smaller African economies. However the data coverage is adequate for the task and is the
best that can be done with available data when a world trade matrix must be assembled
for a world trade model. The South African Customs Union (SACU) is treated as one
country in the ZAMB model because tariff and trade data was available in the UN
TRAINS system for SACU but not for all individual SACU members.
Average applied tariff levels are shown in the right column of Table 1. The import
weighted average for COMESA (15.5%) is almost twice as high as SADC (7.9%). On
the other hand, the average for the European Union (EU) is very low, about 1.3%. The
other striking numbers in Table 1 are the size of European Union trade numbers
compared to those of COMESA and SADC. COMESA and SADC trade is only about 45% that of the EU. This means that if EU markets are merged with those of COMESA or
SADC, EU conditions will dominate. Therefore the FTA premium for a region that
includes the EU is likely to be close to the low average EU tariff level of 1.3% than to the
higher COMESA or SADC levels of 15.5% or 7.9%, respectively. These numbers by
themselves suggest that the inclusion of the EU in an FTA means that EU market
conditions will dominate those of regional economies such as COMESA or SADC.
Model outputs: Major types of model based calculations that measure the economic
implications of a policy change are listed below. Calculations are made for each product
and country/region in the model. Then they are added up for HS chapters, aggregate
sectors, and the economy as a whole. Detailed model generated values in Appendix C
are measured in thousands US dollars for comparison across product sectors while
selected changes are measured as percentage change from the base. Summary results in
Appendix C and those presented in Table 2 (below) are measured in millions of U.S. $.
All output calculations measure the differences between a particular scenario and the base
status quo. Since the model uses applied tariffs that represent the status quo, report
results are interpreted as the difference between the existing year 2000 situation and a
complete policy change, e.g. the full implementation of an existing free trade agreement.
Outputs for Zambia calculated from ZAMB model simulations are listed below:
1. Percentage change in the real exchange rate (negative number is a devaluation)
2. Change in real exports
3. Change in real imports - trade creation
4. Trade diversion - FTA imports replacing Zambia’s imports from outside the FTA
5. Net trade creation = trade creation – trade diversion
6. Producer benefits - change in producer surplus
7. Consumer benefits - change in consumer surplus
8. Forgone tariff revenue - consumer payments for FTA exporter price premiums
9. Change in economic welfare = producer benefits (surplus change) +
consumer benefits (surplus change) - forgone tariff revenue
10. Change in tariff revenue collection
11. Change in value added tax revenue collected on imports
12. Change in excise tax revenue collected on imports
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13. Average FTA export premium – an indicator of producer benefits from the FTA
14. Change in import price – a major factor in consumer gains or losses
15. Change in export price – a major factor in producer gains or losses – influenced
by exchange rate changes, regional export premiums, and the competitiveness of
product groups under an FTA
The change in economic welfare (9) captures the economic impact for a product group
and when added over all products, for a country as a whole. Those concerned about
economic adjustments will want to know how producers (6) and consumers (7) fare while
revenue authorities are interested in possible revenue changes (10, 11, 12). Information
on export and import prospects is also provided (2, 3). Within an FTA region, some
members lose and some gain from a regional trade arrangement. The comparison of
trade creation and trade diversion for a country and region provides an indicator of the
benefit of an FTA from an economic efficiency viewpoint. If trade creation exceeds
trade diversion for the FTA as a whole, global welfare is considered improved.
Scenarios: The same measures in the same units (dollars, percentages, etc.) are
calculated for each scenario, allowing comparisons of alternative scenarios for Zambia.
Seven scenarios presented in Table 2 along with their four letter scenario names:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

wldf – World trade liberalization (global free trade)
zmbf – Zambia unilateral liberalization [Zambia as a free trade zone]
euza – EU-Zambia free trade area [EU/Zambia EPA]
sadc – SADC free trade area
eusa – EU-SADC free trade area [EU/SADC EPA]
coma – COMESA free trade area
euco – EU-COMESA free trade area [EU/COMESA EPA]

Scenarios 1 and 2 are important benchmarks because they give the maximum amounts of
benefits for Zambia that can be generated with this type of model. Provided resources are
fully employed, a country maximizes its welfare by trading at world prices. Scenarios 37 address the main question to be answered in this report, namely which trade negotiating
group for the negotiation of an EU Economic Partnership Agreement would provide the
greatest benefits for Zambia. Table 3 presents economy-wide welfare results for
COMESA and SADC members and the regional groups as a whole as well as for the
European Union. This table allows a comparison of the broad results of the scenarios
across countries. Table 4 gives a comparative explanation (for all seven scenarios) of the
export price changes that import the copper, cobalt mining sector, the largest sector in the
Zambian economy.
Following the aggregate results in Tables 2 and 3, the report presents charts of detailed
comparative results for producers, consumers, and the Zambian economy as a whole in
absolute (Million U.S. $) and relative terms (proportion of sector size). Welfare
measures are ranked so one can immediately see which product groups are impacted the
most in absolute and relative terms in the Zambia economy. Complete detailed results
for the scenarios are presented Appendix C.
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Table 2 - Summary of Free Trade and Free Trade Area Scenarios for Zambia (Millions of U.S. Dollars, at 2000 Prices)

Solution name:

World Trade
Liberalization
wldf

Zambia
Unilateral
Liberalization
zmbf

Percent Change in Real Exchange Rate (U.S.$/Local Currency)
All Products
-5.5%
-7.4%
Change in Real Exports
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

EU-Zambia
Free Trade
Agreement
euza

SADC
Free Trade
Agreement
sadc

EU-SADC
Free Trade
Agreement
eusa

COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
coma

EU-COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
euco

-6.5%

-3.5%

-6.5%

0.0%

-6.5%

8.0
42.1
21.1
71.1

6.5
44.1
20.6
71.2

6.5
47.7
20.0
74.2

3.9
19.8
18.9
42.6

6.5
47.6
19.9
74.0

3.4
0.7
25.7
29.8

6.4
47.8
19.9
74.1

Trade Creation = Change in Real Imports
Agriculture, food
6.3
Copper, cobalt
-0.2
Minerals, manufacturing
63.7
All Products
69.8

8.4
-0.2
62.5
70.7

7.9
-0.2
73.5
81.2

6.2
0.1
26.8
33.1

7.8
-0.2
72.8
80.4

4.0
0.4
58.6
63.0

7.8
-0.2
73.2
80.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

40.5
1.8
136.7
179.1

2.3
0.0
26.0
28.2

1.8
0.1
22.6
24.5

0.4
0.0
4.2
4.6

1.1
0.0
18.3
19.5

Net Trade Creation = Trade Creation - Trade Diversion
Agriculture, food
6.3
8.4
Copper, cobalt
-0.2
-0.2
Minerals, manufacturing
63.7
62.5
All Products
69.8
70.7

-32.6
-2.0
-63.3
-97.9

3.9
0.1
0.9
4.9

6.0
-0.2
50.2
55.9

3.6
0.4
54.4
58.5

6.7
-0.2
54.9
61.4

Trade Diversion
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table 2 - Continued
World Trade
Liberalization
wldf

Zambia
Unilateral
Liberalization
zmbf

EU-Zambia
Free Trade
Agreement
euza

SADC
Free Trade
Agreement
sadc

EU-SADC
Free Trade
Agreement
eusa

COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
coma

EU-COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
euco

Change in Producer Surplus (Benefits)
Agriculture, food
12.6
Copper, cobalt
43.7
Minerals, manufacturing
23.6
All Products
79.9

9.4
45.8
24.0
79.2

9.5
49.7
23.0
82.3

5.6
20.2
21.3
47.1

9.4
49.7
22.9
82.0

5.0
0.7
29.0
34.8

9.4
49.8
22.9
82.1

Change in Consumer Surplus (Benefits)
Agriculture, food
0.4
Copper, cobalt
0.0
Minerals, manufacturing
3.3
All Products
3.7

0.6
0.0
3.8
4.4

0.5
0.0
3.7
4.2

0.7
0.0
3.8
4.5

0.5
0.0
3.7
4.1

0.4
0.0
5.1
5.5

0.5
0.0
3.7
4.2

Forgone Tariff Revenue
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.2
0.0
-3.5
-4.8

-2.4
0.0
-19.7
-22.1

-1.2
0.0
-3.5
-4.8

-0.2
0.0
-3.8
-4.0

-1.2
0.0
-3.5
-4.8

Change in Economic Welfare (Total Economic Benefits)
Agriculture, food
13.0
10.0
Copper, cobalt
43.7
45.9
Minerals, manufacturing
26.9
27.8
All Products
83.6
83.6
2.8%
(% GDP)
2.8%

8.8
49.7
23.2
81.7
2.7%

3.8
20.2
5.5
29.5
1.0%

8.7
49.6
23.0
81.4
2.7%

5.3
0.7
30.3
36.3
1.2%

8.7
49.8
23.1
81.5
2.7%

-15.8
-0.2
-112.8
-128.9

-12.0
-0.2
-77.5
-89.7

-15.8
-0.2
-112.8
-128.9

-4.6
-0.2
-35.4
-40.2

-15.8
-0.2
-112.8
-128.8

Solution name:

Change in Tariff Revenue
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-15.8
-0.2
-112.8
-128.9

-15.8
-0.2
-112.8
-128.9
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Table 2 - Concluded

EU-Zambia
Free Trade
Agreement
euza

SADC
Fre Trade
Agreement
sadc

EU-SADC
Free Trade
Agreement
eusa

COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
coma

EU-COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement
euco

0.9
-0.1
4.9
5.8

0.9
-0.1
5.8
6.7

0.8
0.0
0.4
1.2

0.9
-0.1
5.8
6.6

0.7
0.0
4.1
4.8

0.9
-0.1
5.8
6.6

Change in Excise Tax Revenue from Imports
Agriculture, food
0.8
Copper, cobalt
0.0
Minerals, manufacturing
4.0
All Products
4.8

0.9
0.0
3.5
4.4

0.9
0.0
3.8
4.7

1.0
0.0
4.6
5.6

0.9
0.0
3.8
4.7

0.9
0.0
5.5
6.5

0.9
0.0
3.8
4.7

Average FTA Export Premium
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.4%
1.7%
0.6%
0.7%

5.2%
0.0%
4.5%
4.6%

2.3%
1.7%
0.6%
0.7%

13.1%
0.0%
17.2%
16.3%

2.2%
1.7%
0.6%
0.7%

Change in Import Price
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

-5.9%
2.1%
-3.4%
-3.6%

-7.5%
2.5%
-3.2%
-3.6%

-7.1%
2.2%
-3.8%
-4.1%

-5.8%
-1.6%
-2.1%
-2.4%

-7.1%
2.2%
-3.8%
-4.0%

-4.4%
-4.9%
-3.3%
-3.4%

-7.1%
2.2%
-3.8%
-4.1%

Change in Export Price
Agriculture, food
Copper, cobalt
Minerals, manufacturing
All Products

10.7%
7.6%
7.9%
8.0%

8.0%
7.9%
8.0%
8.0%

8.1%
8.1%
7.7%
8.0%

4.9%
3.6%
7.3%
4.9%

8.1%
8.1%
7.7%
8.0%

4.5%
0.1%
7.2%
2.2%

8.0%
8.1%
7.7%
8.0%

Solution name:

World Trade
Liberalization
wldf

Zambia
Unilateral
Liberalization
zmbf

Change in Value Added Tax Revenue from Imports
Agriculture, food
0.8
Copper, cobalt
-0.1
Minerals, manufacturing
4.7
All Products
5.5

Source: Calculated from simulations with the ZAMB model.
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Table 3 - Summary of Economy-Wide Welfare Impacts - Percent of GDP, Millions of U.S. Dollars Annually - 2000 Prices

World Trade
Liberalization

Angola
Burundi
Comoros
Congo, D.R.
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Mozambique
Rwanda
Seychelles
South African CU
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe
COMESA
SADC
European Union

CS
C
C
CS
C
C
C
C
C
C
CS
CS
S
C
CS
S
S
C
CS
CS

Zambia
Unilateral
Liberalization

EU-Zambia
Free Trade
Agreement

SADC
Free Trade
Agreement

EU-SADC
Free Trade
Agreement

COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement

EU-COMESA
Free Trade
Agreement

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

% GDP

M. US$

2.4%
0.6%
2.0%
1.4%
0.8%
0.8%
0.6%
1.1%
2.2%
0.3%
2.8%
6.6%
1.9%
0.2%
6.6%
0.7%
1.1%
0.5%
2.8%
3.0%

214
4
4
79
4
769
4
67
226
13
48
290
72
3
41
920
104
29
80
218

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.8%
0.0%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80
0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.7%
0.0%

-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
-4
0
0
79
0

1.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
3.5%
0.8%
0.0%
4.5%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.9%
1.5%

125
0
0
41
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
153
29
0
28
553
4
0
27
108

2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
6.5%
1.8%
0.0%
7.2%
0.7%
1.1%
0.0%
2.7%
2.8%

227
0
0
82
0
-1
0
-1
0
0
35
283
69
0
45
914
99
0
79
208

0.4%
0.3%
0.8%
0.2%
-1.2%
0.4%
-0.6%
0.0%
1.0%
0.1%
0.4%
1.2%
0.0%
0.1%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.2%
0.7%

32
2
2
12
-7
359
-3
-2
102
2
7
52
0
2
11
2
1
16
36
49

2.6%
0.5%
1.9%
1.5%
0.3%
0.7%
0.5%
1.1%
2.1%
0.4%
2.1%
6.5%
0.0%
0.2%
7.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
2.7%
2.8%

226
3
4
82
2
730
3
68
221
16
35
283
0
3
45
-6
0
25
79
207

1.3%
1.1%
0.1%

2095
2066
5910

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

80
80
-1

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

78
75
3785

0.3%
0.6%
0.0%

487
1073
-2

0.6%
1.1%
0.0%

955
2039
3798

0.4%
0.1%
0.0%

671
202
-22

1.3%
0.5%
0.0%

2031
950
3782

Source: Calculated by the ZAMB model.
C - COMESA member
S - SADC member
GDP - Gross domestic product

The COMESA and SADC rows are simply the sum of the benefits of each member for the scenarios. The benefits expressed in
millions of U.S. dollars show that countries with large economies generally benefit more from liberalization scenarios as expected.
When benefits are expressed as percent of GDP, there are considerable variations among countries. For example, countries with
high protection rates benefit relatively more from world free trade. As expected, only Zambia benefits from its own unilateral
liberalization. Relative to GDP, the benefits for the European Union are small compared to those for SADC or COMESA members in
a free trade agreement with the EU. This reflects the fact that small countries tend to gain relatively more from liberalized trade than
large ones.
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Scenario summaries: Table 2 shows major results for all of the scenarios in a
comparative format, allowing a quick aggregate comparison of similarities and
differences. Table 3 gives economy-wide results for SADC and COMESA as a group
and for member countries. Figures 12-20 show charts of benefits for producers,
consumers, and the economy as a whole from all seven scenarios for each of the 61
product groups in the ZAMB model. Finally, Appendix C contains a series of Tables for
each scenario that give various summaries as well as considerable detail.
Most of the scenarios shown in Table 2 involve small devaluations of the Zambian
currency to restore balance of payments equilibrium, in the range of 3-7%. This means
that in each of these scenarios, the exchange rate encourages exports and discourages
imports to some degree.
Figure 10 summarizes the economic impact of the scenarios on Zambia in terms of
producer, consumer, and overall economic (welfare) benefits. Producers benefit by large
amounts in all scenarios ranging from 35-84 million U.S. $ annually. Consumers gain a
small amount in all scenarios ranging from 4-5 million U.S. $ annually (net consumer
welfare impacts in this type of model are typically small). Overall economic welfare for
Zambia improves in all scenarios, ranging from 1% of GDP (30 million U.S. $) for
SADC to 2.8% of GDP (84 million U.S. $) per annum for world trade liberalization.
Producers gain a little less and consumers gain a little more under the Zambia free trade
scenario compared to the world free trade scenario. However the results from these two
scenarios are very similar.
Figure 10 – Economic benefits for Zambia from scenarios

Figure 10 shows that SADC gives relatively larger gains to producers (47 million U.S. $)
compared to COMESA, (35 million U.S. $). While consumer gains are relatively small
under SADC and COMESA, overall economic gains are larger under COMESA (36
million U.S. $) than under SADC (30 million U.S. $). This is because under SADC,
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Zambia consumers pay relatively more for imports within the FTA than under COMESA;
more is transferred out of the Zambia economy to FTA partners.
With the EU-COMESA, EU-SADC or EU-Zambia free trade areas (FTAs), the gains are
all about 2.7% of GDP (81-82 million U.S. $) and almost as great as those from world
free trade. This means that from the viewpoint of the economic welfare of Zambia, it
does not matter that much which group of countries Zambia joins with for the
negotiation of an EPA with the EU. The main question for this report was “What is the
best organizational context for Zambian negotiations of an EPA with the EU”? The
answer appears to be “It does not matter from a strictly economic welfare viewpoint.”
The EU economy so overwhelms and dominates the economies of Zambia, SADC, or
COMESA that might be join an EU free trade area, that the economic impacts are very
similar for all FTA scenarios including the EU. An FTA including the EU results in
export premiums are set at low levels (determined by EU tariffs which are much lower
than those in SADC or COMESA members), resulting in impacts similar to free trade.
Figure 11 – Trade and revenue impacts of scenarios for Zambia

Figure 11 summarizes the trade impacts for the seven scenarios that are shown in detail in
Table 2. Exports increase in all scenarios as do imports. Trade Diversion occurs in the
largest amount in the EU-Zambia scenario and in lesser amount in the other FTA
scenarios. The fiscal implications of the free trade and FTA scenarios with the EU are
very significant. The free trade scenarios and the EU FTA scenarios result in the total
loss of tariff revenue of about 128 million U.S. $ while gains in VAT and excise tax
revenues are only about 10 million U.S. $. If a policy change is contemplated which
results in significant revenue losses, the government has to consider expenditure changes
or alternative revenue sources. Since the ZAMB model covers only trade, much better
revenue estimates would be needed to account for revenue changes from the domestic
economy as well. In any case, the government may have to change value added, excise,
or other tax rates as part of the adjustment to a significant change in trade policies.
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The benefits of the various scenarios differ for different African countries as shown in
Figure 12. This and many of the figures that follow have two parts; the left part shows
impacts in absolute terms (million U.S. $), the right part shows impacts in relative terms
(percent of some base such as GDP or exports). The absolute comparison reflects sector
size so that large sectors matter more while the relative comparison abstracts from sector
size allowing comparisons between large and small sectors.
Figure 12 – Country-wide economic benefits for SADC and COMESA countries

The left part of Figure 12 shows the country-wide benefits for each scenario. The first
thing to point out is that larger economies are generally impacted more by the scenarios.
The second thing to notice is that a country is impacted if it participates in the FTA and is
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not impacted very much if it is not a member. For example, the South African Customs
Union is impacted by SADC and the EU-SADC FTA but not by a COMESA FTA.
If economic benefits are measured in relative terms as percent of GDP in the right part of
Figure 12, another general pattern is often seen. Countries with the highest tariff rates
tend to benefit the most from trade liberalization or an FTA with the EU (e.g. Mauritius
or the Seychelles). The European Union itself while benefiting more in absolute terms
than SADC or COMESA, benefits relatively less in terms of percent of GDP.
Those involved in, and knowledgeable about sectors, are interested in the relative impacts
in their particular sectors. Extensive detailed tables are presented in Appendix C for all
of the scenarios and several detailed one page charts (Figure 13-18) follow that compare
benefits to producers and the economy as a whole for Zambia for the 61 product groups
in the ZAMB model. Consumer impacts are small and not shown in these charts but are
listed in full detail for Zambia in Appendix C. The economy-wide benefit (economic
welfare) measurement includes producer and consumer benefits and subtracts consumer
transfers to FTA exporters (which are a loss to the importing economy).
Figures 13-18 (below) group producer and total economic benefits into two sets of three
charts each. The first set compares global free trade and Zambia unilateral trade
liberalization scenarios, the second set compares SADC and COMESA free trade area
scenarios, and the third set compares the three free trade area scenarios (EU-Zambia, EUSADC, and EU-COMESA) which include the European Union. The left half of each
chart shows absolute results in millions of U.S. dollars while the right half shows relative
impacts where the benefit has been divided by a measure of sector size. Sectors are
ranked independently in each half of the chart from those benefiting the most to those
benefiting the least. Note that the rankings will differ significantly in the left and right
parts of the charts because of the differences between absolute and relative (to sector
size) benefits. The relative rankings allow an easier comparison of benefits among small
sectors of the economy. The absolute and relative scales are the same in charts for
producers and in those showing total economic benefits to facilitate comparisons across
charts. The charts contain the detailed impacts on producers and the economy for the 61
product groups in the ZAMB in an easily understood format.
Detailed numerical results for all of the scenarios are found in tables in Appendix C (with
charts). Sets of tables give comparative, summary, and extensive detailed information on
the impact of each scenario.
Individual scenarios: A brief discussion of individual scenarios follows. Table 4-6
highlight comparisons of solutions including producer and total economic benefits from
Table 2 and list the top ten sectors export sectors benefiting (from Figures 13-18). Three
groups of scenarios are discussed. The world and Zambia free trade scenarios give very
similar results (Table 4). SADC and COMESA results are similar in magnitude but differ
significantly in sector composition (Table 5). The scenarios with an EU free trade area
with Zambia, SADC, and COMESA give almost identical results (Table 6) in terms of
aggregate benefits and their distribution across sectors.
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1. World trade liberalization [global free trade]. World free trade is the ultimate goal
of negotiations in the World Trade Organization (WTO). This long term goal means that
world resources would maximize world output at the lowest possible cost – a laudable
and long-pursued goal of trading nations in the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade) and its successor, the WTO. In the ZAMB model, this scenario is calculated
by setting applied tariffs in all countries and regions of the world to zero. Since
significant amounts of trade are controlled by non-tariff barriers (NTB’s) (especially
agricultural products such as sugar) and since the ZAMB model does not include
information on these NTB’s, the economic benefits of this scenario may well be
understated. This is most likely to be true in agriculture where NTBs in developed
countries have been found to significantly depress world prices on many agricultural
products of potential interest to developing countries such as Zambia. Nevertheless since
we have to work with information on tariffs that we have, this scenario represents the
maximum economic gains that can be generated by tariff removal in the ZAMB model.
In this, as any free trade scenario, customs staff still would be collectors of value added
and excise taxes on imports but they would not have to worry about complex tariff
schedules. Table 4 (below) lists the top ten export sectors that benefit most from
scenarios 1 and 2. The sectors in the list account for 80% of the producer benefits in
scenarios 1 and 2. Between 50 and 60% of the producer benefits are accounted for by the
two large mining sectors (copper and cobalt).

2. Zambia unilateral liberalization [Zambia as a free trade zone]. This scenario is
one where Zambia unilaterally decides to set all of its tariffs to zero. It still would
maintain and collect value added and excise taxes on imports, but would collect no tariff
revenue. Practically, this scenario as well as others which result in revenue losses might
require adjustments in other revenue collection devices such as the VAT. This scenario
and the global free trade scenario put the smallest staff burden on customs since no rules
of origin or other complex import restrictions need to be enforced. The essential customs
problem becomes the correct valuation of imports for the collection of value added and
excise taxes. Export producers make their decisions based on world prices and people
can import the maximum amount of imports at the lowest prices, given their income.
Table 4 lists the top ten export sectors than benefit. From the producer viewpoint, there
is almost no difference between world free trade and Zambia free trade. From the
viewpoint of overall economic benefits, there are slight differences in some sectors
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because world trade liberalization increases some world prices. Also, the Zambia free
trade scenario requires a slightly larger devaluation to restore the balance of payments.
3. EU-Zambia free trade area [EU/Zambia EPA]. In this scenario, Zambia would
negotiate an Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the European Union. In the
ZAMB model this means a full free trade area with no exceptions or restrictions on EUZambia trade. In the ZAMB model, the size of the EU economy relative to that of
Zambia means that the EU prices and net export position dominates this FTA market.
The export premiums for Zambian producers are limited to the low EU applied tariff rates
which are much lower than those in Zambia. Also, there are a large number of sectors
which are competitive in EU FTA scenarios which means that the FTA premium is zero
and imports from with the FTA enter at world prices. This combination of low or zero
FTA premiums is a major reason why an FTA with the EU provides results similar to the
of free trade scenarios. A small average import tariff on copper and cobalt products in
the EU provides an export premium for these sectors in Zambia and gives a large impact
because this sector is large. The most striking aspect is that the results for this scenario
are about the same as for the EU-SADC and EU-COMESA free trade areas. This means
that EU FTA export premiums and net export positions in world markets dominates the
SADC and COMESA markets as well. Table 6 below shows the top ten export sectors in
Zambia that benefit from this and the other EU FTA scenarios.
4. SADC free trade area. The operation of this scenario would involve FTA rules of
origin and customs administration that distinguish clearly between imports from SADC
FTA members and non-members. Zambian exporters in non-competitive sectors receive
an export premium in other SADC countries. About a quarter of SADC exports are noncompetitive in this market, receiving an export premium in SADC. However the copper
and cobalt sectors for SADC are still FTA net exporting (hence competitive) sectors in
world markets (just as the Zambia copper and cobalt mining sectors are net exporters by
themselves). However Zambia’s copper and cobalt metal sector producers do receive an
incentive to become more competitive on world markets from the Zambia 3.5%
devaluation that restores the payment balance. The net result is that about 43% of the
producer benefits go to the copper and cobalt metals sector (Table 5 below). This sector
is large and therefore is affected more by devaluation in absolute terms than smaller
sectors. Agriculture and manufacturing export sectors in Zambia benefit some but tariff
revenue is forgone on imports in these sectors partly offsetting producer benefits.
5. EU-SADC free trade area [EU/SADC EPA]. The pattern of benefits here is quite
like that for the EU-Zambia FTA, reflecting the dominance of the EU market over that of
SADC. Figure 6 shows the top ten export sectors receiving about 80% of the producer
benefits. The distribution of benefits for this scenario (Figure 18) is almost identical to
other scenarios for an FTA with the European Union. For total economic benefits, there
are a few sectors (the bottom of Figure 18) that lose as well as those that gain (the top of
Figure 18).
6. COMESA free trade area. This scenario differs from SADC essentially because
COMESA has higher tariffs that give higher export premiums in non-competitive sectors.
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In this scenario, COMESA provides no export premium for copper and cobalt. The
COMESA export premium average is 10.1% for manufacturing as opposed to 3.6% for
SADC (Appendix tables C4j and C6j). This results in greater producer benefits in
COMESA with less forgone tariff revenue on the import side. The net trade result
requires no change in exchange rate; hence there is no boost to large exporting sectors
such as copper and cobalt. So the list of top ten exporting sectors receiving about 68% of
the benefits from COMESA (Table 5) is very different than the list for SADC.

The difference in sectors receiving benefits in the SADC and COMESA scenarios
illustrates the working of the ZAMB model and the real world. When an exchange rate
change accompanies a trade policy change, all traded sectors are impacted, even those
which do not experience a change in tariffs or export incentives from the trade policy
change. These two scenarios serve as a sensitivity analysis of the impact of the exchange
rate change. Any exchange rate change impacts larger sectors such as copper, the most.
No exchange rate change means that the trade impacts are confined to those sectors
experiencing direct changes from the FTA. The differences in sector impacts can be best
seen in Figure 14 for producer benefits and Figure 17 for total economic benefits. The
sectors were ranked by the average of the SADC and COMESA results but considerable
differences appear for sectors. The explanation for each sector depends upon the level of
FTA supply relative to FTA demand, which determines the FTA export premium. As can
be seen in Appendix tables C4j (SADC) and C6j, the pattern of export premiums are
quite different in the two FTA arrangements.
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7. EU-COMESA free trade area [EU/COMESA EPA]. Again the EU tariff caps the
export premium in this FTA and a number of competitive sectors provide zero FTA
premiums. Although the gains are small for agriculture and manufacturing, the relatively
small export premium for the copper, cobalt metals sector provides about 60% of the
producer and economic benefits. These same results holds true for EU-SADC and EUZambia free trade areas as well. In all of the scenarios there are significant changes for
smaller sectors of the economy even if the larger ones dominate. These can be best seen
by examining the right half of Figures 13-18 where sector impacts are presented in
percentage terms relative to base values that represent sector size.
Real world considerations: Most scenarios which reduce tariffs or forgo them on FTA
imports result in import increases and a balance of payments deficit. Exchange rate
depreciation is required to restore the balance of payments to equilibrium; this gives and
incentive in local currency to exporters and a price disincentive to importers. The
exchange rate effect, unlike tariff changes or FTA export premiums, impacts all traded
sectors of economy. For large sectors such as copper, this exchange rate impact is
important as the FTA premium is quite small (in the EU for example). As discussed
previously, failure to allow necessary changes in the real exchange rate would mean a
roll-back of the trade policy change.
Large sectors such as the copper and cobalt metals sector are important in the Zambia
economy and in the model results one would expect (Table 2). The mining sector
(copper and cobalt) accounts for almost 60% of Zambia’s exports and as expected, this
sector receives over half of the producer benefits in many scenarios. Total economic
benefits include three components: producer benefits, consumer benefits, and forgone
tariff revenue. Copper and cobalt are important on the producer side. This means that in
any FTA negotiation, special attention must be paid to possible benefits for products from
the largest sectors in the Zambia economy such as copper. In particular, attention must
be paid to any expected export price premium that might be expected. Such detailed
attention to important sectors is at the heart of the negotiating process. While consumer
benefits tend to be small, the tariff revenues forgone in an FTA can be large. These two
items impact on the import side and therefore are important in the largest importing
sectors. Since manufactures (and minerals) covers 90% of imports, this aggregate sector
is where these impacts occur in Table 2.
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It is also useful to think about the real world economic conditions and implementation
that would be required for model scenarios to be fulfilled. The ZAMB model assumes a
competitive world where economic incentives are allowed to work. If export prices
increase, producers produce more; if import prices increase, people buy fewer imports.
Although the strength of these assumptions can be changed in the model, monopolies and
imperfect competition may exist in real world markets and may prevent competitive
changes from taking place. Common export supply and import demand elasticities in the
ZAMB model mean that the price responses are the same in all countries; this may not be
true in reality. When markets are merged in free trade areas, the merged market is
assumed to be competitive like the pre-FTA markets. Trade policies are assumed to be
administered perfectly. Adequate staff is available to enforce the trade policies that are
adopted, including the correct valuation of imports and full collection of tariff, value
added, and excise tax revenue on imports. The government is assumed to manage or
allow exchange rate adjustments to correct payments imbalances. Recall that the
exchange rate in the ZAMB model is real so that if for example, a currency devaluation
that is required does not take place, market adjustment of relative prices of traded to nontraded goods will would accomplish the same thing making imports more expensive in
domestic currency and exports cheaper and more competitive. In order for trade to fulfill
its potential, the domestic economy must also be well managed. Ideally this means low
inflation, steady economic growth, and the consistent application of adopted trade
policies. The assumptions about competitive markets are likely to be more valid over a
long period of time as economic adjustments occur. Although the ZAMB model
calculates the difference between a status quo in 2000 and an alternative scenario, the
calculations implicitly assume that real transitions from one status to another would occur
gradually, taking several years to be fully implemented and reach their full annual
impact.
Keep in mind the economic basis for the benefits from trade liberalization and the costs
of policies that distort trade. The reason that free trade calculations result in the greatest
benefits for a country is that basically that income earners can buy the maximum amount
of imports with their income. Free trade means that there is no price discrimination
between domestic and imported products. There still can be taxes such as the value
added tax or excise taxes that apply equally to imports and domestic products; but trade
taxes do not impact decisions about what to produce domestically or what to buy abroad.
A free trade area on the other hand, can benefit producers because it keeps trade taxes in
place and therefore discriminates between products made within the free trade area and
those imported from the outside. Rather than collect taxes on all imports, FTA members
collect them only on imports from non-FTA countries. Exporters in other FTA members
capture some, or all of this forgone revenue as an export premium. Although the FTA
works because of zero within-FTA tariffs and associated export premiums, competition
within the FTA market can drive the export premium down to the level of a member with
a low tariff or even to zero (the sector becomes competitive in world market). So for
some sectors, the formation of an FTA may increase market size enough to saturate the
FTA market, driving down the FTA price premium, and eliminating some or all of the
trade diversion that might otherwise occur. For other sectors, the FTA supply may be
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small, leaving the FTA as a net importer from world markets, and FTA export premiums
and trade diversion may be high.
Finally, for an FTA to work well, favorable economic and market conditions should exist
in all members. This means that good economic policy, competent customs
administration, a competitive economic environment, and a flexible exchange rate ideally
should prevail in all member countries. To the extent that all of these assumptions do not
hold in the real world, results from the ZAMB world trade model might well overstate
economic impacts. On the other hand, an important reason for trade liberalization is that
it encourages and even forces more competition and good management of the economy.
An important justification for an FTA is that it starts member countries on the road to free
trade and all of its benefits. Politically, an FTA is thought easier to negotiate since it
does not require a world consensus in the WTO.
Conclusions from the modeling exercise: There are several firm conclusions that can
be drawn from this modeling exercise. These conclusions seem reasonable when they are
considered. One benefit of the modeling exercise is that it may indeed bring out the
obvious.
A. Any combination of countries that Zambia joins to negotiate an economic
partnership agreement with the European Union will have about the same
economic impact on Zambia. This is because the economic size of the European
Union with its relatively low tariffs combined with a number of sectors that would
be competitive in an FTA, will dominate free trade areas whether they include
COMESA, SADC or only Zambia. This also means that the results for Zambia
depend more upon what is negotiated in an FTA with the EU rather than the
economy of the group conducting the negotiations.
B. Because of the low tariffs in the European Union compared to those in COMESA
or SADC countries and because of the number of sectors competitive in an FTA
with the EU, the benefits and economic impact of a complete free trade
arrangement is almost as great a complete trade liberalization scenario.
C. Free trade scenarios and free trade areas which include the European Union would
lead to a significant loss of tariff revenue for Zambia which is not made up on the
import side by increases in value added and excise tax collections.
D. The distribution of producer and economic benefits to traded sectors of the
Zambia economy is quite sensitive to conditions that impact the large mining
sectors in the economy. If the mining sectors benefit from devaluation or an FTA
export premium, their size dictates that they carry away a considerable part of the
benefits. This means that considerable attention must be paid to these large
sectors in the negotiating process.
Limits of the ZAMB model and modeling approach: If is important to understand the
strengths as well as the limits of model-based analysis. The strength lies in the ability of
models to capture complex phenomena such as changes in regional trade arrangements,
and provide numbers that measure their economic implications. Even a structurally
simple model like ZAMB can provide a useful perspective on a complex set of policy
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changes. As a learning tool, an economic model forces the analyst to bring hidden
assumptions out into the open and to think about the operation of an economy undergoing
significant policy changes. While the ZAMB model should not be used as precise
forecaster of what might happen when trade policies are changed, the model does suggest
where pressures for economic change are likely to occur in the Zambia economy. A
model also gives an idea of the overall comparative economic benefits and losses from
alternative scenarios. Since the model is based on real world data, it gives a perspective
on economic impacts deriving from that data. For example, larger sectors (e.g. copper)
would be expected to be impacted more by exchange rate changes than small sectors in
absolute terms.
The analysis of trade liberalization and free trade area scenarios requires a world model
which includes all of the major actors. The generation of alternative scenarios requires a
reasonable characterization of the trade regimes for all of these countries. Data
availability for the specification of a world trade model means that compromises have to
be made that gloss over real world complexities (e.g. rules of origin and negotiated
limitations in free trade agreements). Tariff and trade data for 61 product groups was
averaged over three years centered on the year 2000 to provide a stable set of data that
avoids year to year trade fluctuations (this also means that the model data does not really
represent actual data for the year 2000). Some data was missing completely from UN
data sources. Missing import data was filled in with partner county’s export data.
Consistent measures of non-tariff barriers to trade were not available. Some of these data
compromises limit the use of the ZAMB model as an “exact” forecaster of the impact of
policy changes but at the same time they strengthen the model by making it more
representative of long term trends.
As with any model, there is always the question of “sensitivity” of model results to model
parameters such as export supply and import demand elasticities. Typically, results for
price and quantity changes are more sensitive to these parameters than value (price times
quantity) changes. Nevertheless, model assumptions about sector price responsiveness
do matter. A common response to questions about model parameters is to change the
parameters and run alternative simulations. The ZAMB model built with VORSIM can
be easily reconstituted for such sensitivity analysis.
Biases from model shortcomings can exist. For example, some product trade is limited
by non-tariff restrictions; non-tariff barriers in the agricultural sector in many countries,
including developed countries, are known to be very restrictive. Since the ZAMB model
did not include measures of non-tariff restrictions, one would expect some scenario
impacts to be biased downward; particularly the world trade liberalization scenario for
agricultural products. On the other hand, FTA scenarios are likely to be biased upwards
because the ZAMB model does not take account of negotiated limitations such as rules of
origin or FTA exceptions. Nevertheless, the ZAMB model does give useful comparative
information about alternative free trade and free trade area scenarios in considerable
detail.
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The ZAMB model is formally classified as partial equilibrium trade model with synthetic
coefficients. It contains information only on exports and imports and tariffs; there is no
information on domestic production for domestic consumption. There is no information
on product linkages (the use of other products as inputs, cross price elasticities, etc.) or
domestic production conditions such as wages and capital and labor markets. The export
supply and import demand elasticities in the ZAMB model implicitly make some
assumptions about these background economic conditions. There are good arguments for
using a more comprehensive modeling scheme, which includes comprehensive and
consistent information on the domestic economy, for example a computable general
equilibrium model or an economy-wide econometric model. But the tradeoff here is that
these models are much more costly to build and usually have to be much more aggregate
than the detailed trade data that was used for the ZAMB model. Moreover, data did not
seem to be available in Zambia for the construction of these types of models nor for the
enrichment of the ZAMB model. For FTA analysis of course, one would have to expand
these more comprehensive models to include the other countries that form the FTA. This
would prohibitively expensive unless an existing world modeling system was expanded
to include a Zambia model. Although there are aggregate world trade CGE models, as
far as we know they do not include a Zambian component. Therefore our choice of a
partial equilibrium world trade model is a practical one that can provide some analysis in
a short period of time at a reasonable cost. A model built from only from trade data can
provide very useful insights at a considerable level of detail (much more than the typical
CGE model), especially when the analytical problem focuses on changes in trade policy.
The ZAMB model has a very simple structure. As mentioned before, no account is taken
for the rules of origin or negotiated limits that often accompany a free trade agreement.
This means that the model probably overstates customs union and free trade area impacts
because it assumes all internal production could be traded duty free under the regional
arrangement. Another simple assumption is that all countries are assumed to respond in
the same manner to supply and demand price changes (this may not be a bad assumption
as markets merge in an FTA). On the positive side, this simplicity means that scenario
differences are due to protection changes and FTA membership rather than structural
economic differences between countries. In spite of all of these potential shortcomings,
the ZAMB model is simple and therefore more understandable and in our view it is
therefore more useful than something more complex.
Even with a simple model such as ZAMB, complexities could be added to make the
model more realistic provided data was available. For example, one should have
incorporated input-output relations in the export supply and import demand functions for
more realism, but data was not available for doing so. Bilateral product trade data was
available for an “Armington” specification of bilateral trade flow. This would have
simplified the calculation of trade diversion but would have required many more
assumptions about model parameters; leading to a much larger model (the ZAMB model
already has 8000 equations). Again, we decided that given the expected benefits, the cost
of an Armington bilateral trade flow model was not worth the effort.
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A very important point to be mentioned is that even if an ideal model is built with perfect
statistics, results for important sectors need to be examined by experts who know what is
happening on the ground behind the statistics and the model results. This is especially
true for large sectors of the economy. For example, the copper sector is very important in
Zambia. The ZAMB model includes some data and parameters which lead to particular
impacts for the copper sector in the scenarios. Someone knowledgeable about the sector
may feel that the results, given the policy driven price and exchange rate changes, are too
large or too small or completely wrong. In terms of the model itself, expert judgments
may be accommodated to some extent by changing sector parameters or by ignoring the
results for the copper sector and concentrating on other sectors instead. The best use of a
model results when the simulation impacts have been judged and modified, if necessary,
by the opinions of knowledgeable experts on the ground. It is also possible that sector
experts will learn from model results. They may be forced to consider situations or
possibilities which they had not thought about before. So the ultimate usefulness of a
model for impact analysis is an iterative process between the model builder and
sector/product experts, government officials, businessman, and others who know how
particular sectors of the economy function.
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